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Abstract

Uniaxial compression tests have been carried out to determine the temperature-dependent rheology of plasticine commonly used for

tectonic modelling. The original plasticine types (Kolb brown, Beck’s orange, Beck’s green, Weible special soft) are characterized by strain-

rate softening with power law exponents (n) and apparent viscosities (h) ranging from 5.8 to 7.3 and 3.4 £ 105 to 2.2 £ 107 Pa s, respectively

(if e ¼ 10%, Ė ¼ 4 £ 1023 s21, and T ¼ 25 8C). Beck’s orange shows steady-state creep, whereas the other types show strain hardening. The

activation energy, determined for 20 8C # T # 35 8C, is ranging from 323 ^ 34 to 488 ^ 22 kJ mol21. A rise in temperature results in linear

decreases of n and h and a reduction in the degree of strain hardening. Steady-state creep and major changes in n and h have further been

observed at decreasing filler-matrix ratios, the latter being obtained by adding oil to the original plasticine. The new results suggest that

plasticine can be used to model the deformation of natural rocks undergoing dislocation creep. Various rock analogues with strain hardening

or steady-state creep, and prescribed stress exponents ranging from 3.4 to 12.3, can be easily produced by changing the temperature and/or

the filler-matrix ratio of commercial plasticine types.

q 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Our knowledge on rock deformation arises from field

studies and laboratory experiments, the latter being applied

either to natural rocks or to weaker analogue material.

Experimental deformation of natural rocks results in

constitutive flow laws, the extrapolation of which suggests

the continental crust to be rheologically stratified (e.g. Brace

and Kohlstedt, 1980; Chen and Molnar, 1983; Ranalli and

Murphy, 1987; Murphy, 1989; Ranalli, 1995). Coulomb

brittle rheologies are characteristic for shallow crustal

levels, whereas thermally activated viscous creep is

dominant at depth. Given that recrystallization-accommo-

dated dislocation creep is active at deeper structural levels,

where temperatures are higher than about half the absolute

melting temperature (Poirier, 1985, p. 111, and references

therein), the strain rate (Ė) is related to the applied

differential stress (s) by a power law.

The power factor or stress exponent (n) varies for rocks

between 1 and 10 (Weijermars, 1986), but values between 2

and 5 predominate in coarse-grained rocks (e.g. Kirby,

1983; Kronenberg and Tullis, 1984; Carter and Tsenn, 1987;

Gleason and Tullis, 1995; Ranalli, 1995; Talbot, 1999). In

cases of low differential stress and small grain size, viscous

creep may further be accommodated by solution and

precipitation or by volume or grain-boundary diffusion, all

of which are based on a linear (Newtonian) relation between

stress and strain rate.

To simulate viscous deformation of lower crustal rocks

under laboratory conditions, various types of analogue

material, such as wax, polymers (e.g. polydimethylsiloxane,

PDMS), polymers with fillers (e.g. silicone or bouncing

putty), plasticine, or combinations of these materials have

been used in the past. Some of these materials show linear

(Gum rosin) and others show non-linear (e.g. plasticine,

wax) viscous behaviour.

Plasticine has been used to simulate geological structures

such as folds, boudins, diapirs etc. (Ramberg, 1955;

Watkinson, 1975; Peltzer et al., 1984; Sokoutis, 1987;

Gosh et al., 1995; Kobberger and Zulauf, 1995; Kidan and
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Cosgrove, 1996; Acocella and Mulugeta, 2002; Zulauf et al.,

2003). According to previous studies, carried out largely at

room temperature, plasticine can be regarded as a non-

linear, strain-rate softening, but strain hardening material

consisting of a weak organic matrix and mineral fillers

(McClay, 1976; Peltzer et al., 1984; Weijermars, 1986;

Kobberger and Zulauf, 1995; Schöpfer and Zulauf, 2002).

As the flow curves and stress exponents of plasticine and

common natural rocks are similar, plasticine can be applied

to simulate the deformation of rocks undergoing dislocation

creep. However, because of strain hardening, plasticine does

not reach a steady state during viscous deformation.

Moreover, as the impact of the temperature on the rheology

of plasticine is largely unknown, plasticine cannot be used

to simulate deformation in settings where temperature-

induced variations in mechanical properties of rocks must

be taken into account (e.g. Cobbold and Jackson, 1992;

Rossetti et al., 2001; Wosnitza et al., 2001). In contrast to

plasticine, the temperature-dependent rheology is well

known for other rock analogues such as paraffin wax

(Mancktelow, 1988; Rossetti et al., 1999), bouncing putties

(Weijermars, 1986; Hailemariam and Mulugeta, 1998) and

PDMS (Weijermars, 1986).

The present paper presents new data on the composition

and rheology of different kinds of commercially available

plasticine and plasticine–oil mixtures, which show both

strain hardening and steady-state creep. Values for the

activation energy will be presented for the first time. It will

be shown how finite strain, temperature, amount of added

oil, and type of fillers influence the rheology of plasticine.

We further emphasize that care is needed when preparing

plasticine samples. The new results should be of interest for

all workers whose models are based on rheologically

stratified analogue material and temperature-induced vari-

ations in rheology.

2. Sampling material

We investigated the following types of commercially

available plasticine produced by German manufacturers: (1)

Beck’s green and (2) Beck’s orange made by Beck’s

Plastilin, Gomaringen, Germany, (3) Kolb brown made by

Kolb, Hengersberg, Germany, and (4) Weible special soft

made by Weible KG, Schorndorf, Germany. The plasticine

types Beck’s orange and Kolb brown were mixed with

liquid paraffin produced by DEA Mineralöl AG, Hamburg,

Germany, to change viscosity and stress exponent.

3. Methods

3.1. Rheological tests

More than 380 uniaxial compression tests were per-

formed using the testing apparatus ZWICK/Z050 at the

Lehrstuhl für Polymerwerkstoffe, Universität Erlangen-

Nürnberg. The computer aided machine worked at constant

velocity ranging from 400 to less than 0.04 mm s21. The

plate distance (dl) and the force (F) were recorded at steps of

0.02 to 1 s. As the initial samples were cubes or cylinders,

respectively, the stress (s) was calculated using the

following equations:

s ¼
Fðl 2 dlÞ

l3
ð1Þ

s ¼
Fðl 2 dlÞ

pr2l
ð2Þ

where l is the edge length of the cube and the height of the

undeformed cylinder, respectively, and r is the radius of the

cylinder (Fig. 1a).

The finite longitudinal strain rate is calculated by

equation:

_E ¼
eðtÞ

dt
ð3Þ

where e is the finite strain and t is the time.

As the ram speed is constant throughout a test, the strain

rate is not constant. However, at e # 50% the difference

between finite and incremental strain rate is small and can

be neglected.

We tested original types of Beck’s orange, Beck’s green

and Kolb brown plasticine at 20, 25, 30 and 35 8C. The

uncertainty in temperature is ^1 8C. To increase the

temperature of a 6 £ 6 £ 6 cm block at 5 8C, a period of

ca. 1 h is required. This holds for measurements between 20

and 50 8C. At ca. 70–80 8C plasticine starts to flow due to

gravitational forces. Further we analysed Weible special

soft and 11 plasticine/oil mixtures at 25 8C. The samples

Fig. 1. (a) Cartoon showing undeformed and deformed sample; F ¼ force;

l ¼ length of undeformed sample; dl ¼ shortening increment. (b) Sche-

matic diagram of log differential stress (s) vs. log strain rate (Ė). Slope of

regression line gives 1/n; for further explanation see text.
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were 4.5 £ 4.5 £ 4.5 cm blocks for the hard plasticine,

6 £ 6 £ 6 cm blocks for the normal plasticine, and cylinder

blocks with a diameter and height of 10 cm for the special

soft plasticine. To reduce friction, the piston of the machine

and the surfaces of the samples were lubricated with

Vaseline. Plasticine is an approximately incompressible

fluid. Thus homogeneous constant-volume deformation can

be assumed.

Rheological calibration was performed with a series of

strain rates (7.6 £ 1022–5.5 £ 1025 s21) applied to the

cubes or cylinder blocks and measuring the change of the

differential stress as the axial strain progresses up to 15 or

20%. Three plasticine types were deformed up to 50%

strain.

Stress relaxation tests were carried out using similar

strain rates as described above. The stress relaxation was

recorded for 5 min after 1, 5, 10, 15 and 20% axial strain

was achieved.

To mould the plasticine into cubes, the viscosity of the

hard types was decreased by increasing its temperature up to

ca. 50 8C for a maximum of 1 h. Caution is needed when

moulding the samples. The viscosity of the heated samples

is significantly controlled by the degree of kneading during

the cooling period. Samples that are heated to T ¼ 55 8C

and cool down to room temperature without deformation are

much harder than those samples that are moulded by hand

during cooling (see below). Further caution is needed to

avoid air bubbles, which might be introduced into the

plasticine during the moulding process. These bubbles are

possible sites where shear fractures may occur.

3.2. Calculation of material parameters

At constant temperatures the constitutive flow law of

plasticine can be written as:

_E ¼ Csn ð4Þ

where Ė is the longitudinal strain rate, C the material

constant, n the stress exponent and s the differential stress

(McClay, 1976).

The apparent dynamic viscosity (h), the material

constant (C) and the stress exponent (n) were calculated

for 10% strain. The slope of a linear best-fit least-squares

regression of a log strain-rate vs. log stress diagram yields

the stress exponent. The intercept at the ordinate yields the

material constant (C). It is important to note that the major

uncertainty concerns the stress, whereas the strain rate is

largely independent, apart from the uncertainties of the

machine, the latter being negligible. Therefore we use a log

stress vs. log strain-rate plot, where the slope of the

regression line yields 1/n, and C0 is the intercept along the

vertical stress axis (Fig. 1b).

Starting from Eq. (4), the material constant can be

calculated by substituting (s/Ė) couples determined exper-

imentally (Weijermars and Schmeling, 1986). We calcu-

lated the material constant using the linear best-fit least-

squares regression (Fig. 1b) and the following equation:

C ¼ 102logC0n ð5Þ

The viscosity can be calculated by the following

equation:

h ¼
s

2 _E
ð6Þ

Combining Eqs. (4) and (6) yields Eq. (7), which can be

used to calculate the viscosity using all data couples:

h ¼
1

2C
1
n

_E
1
n
21 ð7Þ

The relation between temperature and viscosity is

described by the activation energy (Q) of the constitutive

flow law

_E ¼ Asnexpð2Q=RTÞ ð8Þ

where A is a constant, R is the Boltzmann’s gas constant and

T is the absolute temperature (Weertman, 1968).

The activation energy was derived using Arrhenius plots,

where ln strain rate is plotted vs. the inverse temperature.

From a linear regression of this plot the average activation

energy can be calculated (e.g. Hailemariam and Mulugeta,

1998). The slope of the regression line is 2Q/R. The strain

rate (Ė) for particular stresses was determined using log

stress vs. log strain-rate diagrams as shown in Fig. 1b.

3.3. Analyses of fillers

To separate possible inorganic fillers from the organic

plasticine matrix, the latter was dissolved using carbon

tetrachloride. The residues were investigated using SEM

and X-ray diffraction analyses.

4. Results

4.1. Composition of plasticine

The exact composition of the investigated plasticine is

confidential. According to some details of the producers, the

organic matrix of plasticine consists of wax, Vaseline, oil

and lubrication solvent. The fillers are generally inorganic,

but in the case of Beck’s orange plasticine they consist of

potato starch. Fillers of Beck’s green largely consist of

calcite. Kolb brown includes barite, kaolinite and minor

amounts of fluorite and illite. Weible special soft consists of

calcite and minor amounts of kaolinite. Some of the

plasticine types include small amounts of dyes such as

titanium dioxide, magnetite or haematite. The calcite and
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barite fillers of Beck’s green and Kolb brown are plate

shaped.

The amount of filler volume of the original plasticine

types investigated ranges from 56% (Beck’s orange) to 40%

(Weible special soft). To calculate the amount of filler for

Beck’s orange, we used the density of corn starch

(1.48 g cm21; Müller, 1998). The density ranges from

1.99 g cm21 for Kolb brown to 1.13 g cm21 for Beck’s

orange plasticine (Table 1).

4.2. Rheology of plasticine types at T ¼ 25 8C

Results of constant strain-rate tests of the original

plasticine types, carried out at T ¼ 25 8C, are presented in

form of stress vs. strain plots (Figs. 2 and 3). The plots show

non-linear flow curves with an initial linear increase of

stress and strain until plastic yielding is achieved at

e , 2.5%. Only Beck’s orange plasticine shows steady-

state flow at e . 5% (Fig. 2). The other plasticine types are

characterized by strain hardening. It is obvious from the

stress vs. strain plots that multiple measurements at one and

the same strain rate do not yield the same curves. However,

the strain vs. stress curves, determined at one particular

strain rate, are usually different from those obtained by

using other strain rates. The stress exponent and apparent

dynamic viscosity, determined at 10% strain and a strain

rate of 4 £ 1023 s21, are listed in Table 1. Log stress vs. log

strain-rate plots and resulting stress exponents are shown in

Fig. 4. The fit of the regression lines is usually very good as

shown by coefficients of correlation (Rk) larger than 0.9 and

large amounts of data points (N).

At 10% strain, T ¼ 25 8C and a strain rate of

4 £ 1023 s21, the apparent viscosity of the original

plasticine types varies by two orders of magnitude. The

weakest plasticine is Weible special soft, which yields a

viscosity of h ¼ 3.4 £ 105 Pa s. The hardest plasticine is

Kolb brown with h ¼ 2.2 £ 107 Pa s. The n-values are

ranging from 5.8 (Kolb brown) to 7.3 (Weible special soft)

suggesting strain-rate softening behaviour.

The behaviour of Beck’s orange, Beck’s green and Kolb

brown plasticine has further been tested for high strains up

to 50%. The stress vs. strain plots indicate that for Beck’s

green and Kolb brown the degree in strain hardening does

not significantly change at high strains (Fig. 5). Beck’s

orange shows still steady-state creep.

To quantify the amount of strain hardening at T ¼ 25 8C,

the viscosity of the original plasticine types has been

calculated at different finite strains, the latter increasing at

1% steps. Beck’s orange plasticine shows an almost

constant viscosity at e . 7% suggesting steady-state flow

(Fig. 6a). This is in good agreement with the shape of the

strain vs. stress curves (Fig. 2a). Steady-state flow at

Table 1

Density and rheological data of investigated plasticine types and plasticine/oil mixtures. Parameters calculated at a strain rate Ė ¼ 4 £ 1023 s21, T ¼ 25 8C and

a strain of e ¼ 10%

Temperature [8C] Density

(r) [g cm23]

Added oil [ml kg21] Viscosity

(h) [Pa s]

Stress exponent

(n)

Material constant

(C) [MPa2n s21]

Kolb brown 20 – – 2.56 £ 107 6.9 2.19 £ 102

25 1.99 – 2.23 £ 107 5.8 9.40 £ 101

30 – – 1.74 £ 107 4.9 6.84 £ 101

35 – – 1.01 £ 107 4.7 5.26 £ 102

25 1.85 25 1.43 £ 107 6.5 5.06 £ 103

25 1.74 50 9.40 £ 106 7.0 6.26 £ 105

25 1.75 75 4.91 £ 106 8.8 9.98 £ 109

25 1.75 100 4.04 £ 106 8.8 5.56 £ 1010

25 1.71 125 3.03 £ 106 10.2 1.11 £ 1014

25 1.63 150 2.05 £ 106 11.7 2.85 £ 1018

Beck’s green 20 – – 1.43 £ 107 10.0 1.02 £ 107

25 1.72 – 1.13 £ 107 7.4 2.26 £ 105

30 – – 7.25 £ 106 6.2 1.85 £ 105

35 – – 4.46 £ 106 5.0 7.35 £ 104

25a – 25 7.01 £ 106 10.9 1.95 £ 1011

25a 1.63 50 4.85 £ 106 10.4 1.67 £ 1012

Beck’s orange 20 – – 8.10 £ 106 7.8 9.33 £ 106

25 1.13 – 7.85 £ 106 6.9 8.56 £ 105

30 – – 5.25 £ 106 5.9 5.70 £ 105

35 – – 3.15 £ 106 4.7 1.31 £ 105

25 1.12 25 6.16 £ 106 12.3 4.27 £ 1013

25 1.10 50 2.72 £ 106 10.3 5.45 £ 1014

25 1.12 75 2.29 £ 106 9.1 2.11 £ 1013

25 1.12 100 2.06 £ 106 7.2 2.23 £ 1010

25 1.07 125 1.66 £ 106 7.0 4.57 £ 1010

Weible white 25 1.56 – 3.40 £ 105 7.3 2.12 £ 1016

a Basic data taken from Schöpfer (2000).
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e . 10% is consistent with an almost constant stress

exponent at ca. 7 (Fig. 6b). The other plasticine types

show strain hardening. If for Kolb brown plasticine the yield

point is passed at ca. 4% strain, a rise in strain magnitude of

about 5% implies an increase in viscosity from 2.25 £ 107 to

2.50 £ 107 Pa s. The degree in strain hardening is still less

significant for Beck’s green plasticine (Fig. 6a). Strain

hardening affects also the stress exponent and this is

particularly evident for Beck’s green plasticine (Fig. 6b).

The material constant (C) also changes with increasing

strain. A linear relation characterizes Beck’s orange

plasticine (Fig. 7). If strain increases from 2 to 16%, the

material constant increases by one order of magnitude.

Beck’s green and Kolb brown, on the other hand, are

characterized by a non-linear relation between strain and

material constant. In the case of Beck’s green, the constant

decreases until 6% strain is achieved. At higher strains it

increases (Fig. 7). Kolb brown shows the opposite

behaviour.

The results of stress relaxation tests for Kolb brown,

Beck’s green and Beck’s orange are shown in stress vs. time

plots (Fig. 8). At high strain rates (1 £ 1022–1 £ 1023 s21)

the relaxation curves show an initial very strong increase in

stress (elastic part), without reaching plastic yielding, and is

followed by a sudden decrease in stress and a transition to

slow decrease resting in steady state. At the slow strain rate

(1 £ 1024 s21) relaxation starts after yielding.

Fig. 2. Stress vs. strain plots at T ¼ 25 8C for (a) Beck’s orange plasticine,

N ¼ 27 and (b) Beck’s green plasticine, N ¼ 17; N ¼ number of runs.

Fig. 3. Stress vs. strain plots at T ¼ 25 8C for (a) Kolb brown plasticine,

N ¼ 14 and (b) Weible special soft plasticine, N ¼ 7; N ¼ number of runs.

Fig. 4. Log stress vs. log strain rate plot for original plasticine types at 10%

axial strain and T ¼ 25 8C. Kolb brown Rk ¼ 0.92, N ¼ 14; Beck’s green

Rk ¼ 0.98, N ¼ 17; Beck’s orange Rk ¼ 0.95, N ¼ 27, and Weible special

soft Rk ¼ 0.91, N ¼ 7. Best-fit regression lines are also shown. Rk ¼

regression coefficient, N ¼ number of data points.
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4.3. Influence of temperature

There is a significant change in viscosity and stress

exponent with temperature. Examples of flow curves are

shown for heated Kolb brown plasticine (Fig. 9a–c). A rise

in temperature results in lower stresses for plastic yielding

and flattening of the slope of the curves when deformation

occurs in the plastic (viscous) regime. These phenomena

imply a drop in apparent viscosity and reduction in the

degree of strain hardening. The impact of temperature on

the stress exponent for Kolb brown plasticine is shown in

log stress vs. log strain rate plot (Fig. 9d). The other

plasticine types show similar behaviour (Table 1).

If the temperature rises at 58 steps from 20 to 35 8C, both

the viscosity and the stress exponent are changing almost

linearly (Fig. 10a and b). A rise in temperature from 20 to

35 8C causes a drop in viscosity up to 1/4–1/2 order of

magnitude (Table 1; Fig. 10a). A temperature-dependent

change of the stress exponent is most significant for Beck’s

green where a rise in temperature from 20 to 35 8C leads to a

drop in the stress exponent from 10 to 5 (Fig. 10b). The

material constant (C) changes unsystematically by one order

of magnitude at maximum (Table 1). The degree in strain

hardening is reduced at higher temperatures.

The activation energy has been determined for the

original plasticine types Beck’s orange, Beck’s green, and

Kolb brown using Arrhenius diagrams (Fig. 11). Beck’s

orange yields the lowest activation energy at

323 ^ 34 kJ mol21 (Fig. 11a), whereas Beck’s green yields

the highest value at 488 ^ 22 kJ mol21 (Fig. 11b). Kolb

brown is situated in between at 411 ^ 24 kJ mol21 (Fig.

11c).

4.4. Influence of matrix/filler ratio

Adding oil to Kolb brown, Beck’s green and Beck’s

orange plasticine results in a change of apparent viscosity

and stress exponent. The amount of added oil was increased

step by step with one step including 25 ml kg21. The

maximum amount of added oil was set at 150 ml kg21.

Examples of flow curves of plasticine/oil mixtures are

shown for Kolb brown (Fig. 12a and b). Added oil results in

decreasing stresses at the yield point. The higher the amount

of added oil, the higher the reduction in strain hardening,

approximating steady-state flow. The change in the n-value

of Kolb brown is shown by the different regression lines in

the log stress vs. log strain-rate diagram (Fig. 12c). The

stress exponent increases almost linearly with added oil

from 5.8 to 11.7 (Fig. 13a). The stress exponent of modified

Beck’s orange plasticine shows a peculiar behaviour. Only

Fig. 5. Stress vs. strain plot for Kolb brown, Beck’s green and Beck’s

orange plasticine including high finite strains up to 50% at

Ė ¼ 1.3 £ 1023 s21 and T ¼ 25 8C.

Fig. 6. Plots showing (a) apparent viscosity vs. strain and (b) stress exponent vs. strain for Kolb brown, Beck’s green and Beck’s orange plasticine at T ¼ 25 8C

and Ė ¼ 4 £ 1023 s21.

Fig. 7. Plots showing material constant vs. strain for Beck’s green, Beck’s

orange plasticine at T ¼ 25 8C and Ė ¼ 4 £ 1023 s21.
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small amounts of oil (25 ml kg21) result in a striking

increase of the stress exponent from 6.9 to 12.3. Further

addition of oil reduces the stress exponent. The original n-

value is reached again if 100 or 125 ml oil are added to 1 kg

plasticine (Fig. 13a). There is a non-linear relation between

the amount of added oil and the apparent viscosity for all of

the plasticine types considered (Fig. 13b). Adding 150 ml

oil to 1 kg of Kolb brown plasticine causes a drop in

apparent viscosity by about one order of magnitude. For

Beck’s orange and Beck’s green plasticine this oil-related

drop in viscosity is less significant.

Adding oil to plasticine also causes a change in the

material constant (C), which is most significant for Kolb

brown plasticine. Adding 150 ml oil to 1 kg plasticine

increases the C-value by 15 orders of magnitude (Table 1).

4.5. Repeatability and uncertainties of the results

To show the repeatability of our rheological data, the

same supply of Beck’s green plasticine has been tested

twice, but independently. One set of rheological data is

shown in the present study, the other set is a recalculated

database. Further we measured a new supply. The different

data are listed in Table 2. There is only a weak difference in

Fig. 8. Relaxation curves for Kolb brown, Beck’s green and Beck’s orange plasticine at different strain rates (a) Ė ¼ 1.1 £ 1022 s21, (b) 1.1 £ 1023 s21, (c)

1.1 £ 1024 s21 and T ¼ 25 8C; 1, 5, 10, 15 and 20% strain values are indicated.

Fig. 9. Stress vs. strain plots for Kolb brown plasticine at (a) 20 8C, (b) 30 8C, and (c) 35 8C; (d) log stress vs. log strain rate plot for Kolb brown plasticine at

10% strain and T ¼ 20 8C, Rk ¼ 0.93, N ¼ 7; T ¼ 25 8C, Rk ¼ 0.92, N ¼ 14; T ¼ 30 8C, Rk ¼ 0.92, N ¼ 7; and T ¼ 35 8C, Rk ¼ 0.94, N ¼ 9. Best-fit

regression lines are shown. Rk ¼ regression coefficient, N ¼ number of data points.
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the apparent viscosity. The difference in n-value of one and

the same material suggests the uncertainty of n to be about

0.6. The higher n-value of the new supply might result from

a difference in composition.

Apart from strain hardening, there is another possibility

to make plasticine mechanically stronger. Warming up

plasticine to a temperature of ca. 55 8C and cooling down to

room temperature without deformation results in significant

hardening. ‘Warming–cooling hardening’ will disappear

after weak, but pervasive deformation. Hardening will also

be reduced if plasticine is deformed during cooling. The

hardening effect is still more pronounced at higher

temperatures. To quantify the amount of ‘warming–cooling

hardening’, we tested samples that were heated to 55 8C and

subsequently cooled to 25 8C without deformation. In Fig.

14 the stress–strain curve is shown for heated and cooled

Kolb brown (curve 1). In a second run, a shear fracture in the

cooled sample led to transient strain softening (curve 2 in

Fig. 14), which occurs at high strain rates (.1022 s21 and

1023 s21 for hard/cooled samples).

We further tested samples that were pre-strained ( ø 4%)

and samples that were equipped with air bubbles. Closing of

pre-existing inclusions of air bubbles caused a significant

reduction in viscosity and a delay in the stress increase

(curve 4 in Fig. 14). A pre-existing strain led to an increase

in viscosity and absence of a concise yield point (curve 3 in

Fig. 14). A normal run is shown by the shaded area (labelled

5 in Fig. 14).

5. Discussion

5.1. Influence of filler, temperature and strain on the

rheology of plasticine

The results presented above suggest that all types of

commercial plasticine considered in the present study are

strain-rate softening materials with a poorly defined yield

transition from elastic to plastic behaviour at axial strains

ranging from ca. 1 to ca. 3%. The stress–strain curves at

Fig. 10. Plots showing (a) viscosity vs. temperature for the plasticine types Beck’s orange, Rk ¼ 0.961; Beck’s green, Rk ¼ 0.996; and Kolb brown,

Rk ¼ 0.985. (b) Stress exponent vs. temperature for the plasticine types Beck’s orange, Rk ¼ 0.998; Beck’s green, Rk ¼ 0.96; and Kolb brown, Rk ¼ 0.97;

Rk ¼ regression coefficient.

Fig. 11. Arrhenius diagrams for (a) Beck’s orange (b) Beck’s green and (c) Kolb brown plasticine. Squares, triangles and circles indicate data derived from

stresses at 0.05, 0.04, and 0.03 MPa, respectively. The temperature range is 20–35 8C.

Table 2

Material parameters for Beck’s green plasticine, derived from two

independent measurements (this study and a database of the old supply)

and a new supply; parameters calculated at 10% strain, for

Ė ¼ 4 £ 1023 s21 and T ¼ 25 8C

Viscosity

(h) [Pa s]

Stress exponent

(n)

Material constant

(C) [MPa2n s21]

This study 1.13 £ 107 7.4 2.26 £ 105

Old supplya 1.10 £ 107 6.5 2.94 £ 104

New supply 1.11 £ 107 8.6 1.22 £ 105

a From Schöpfer (2000).
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25 8C indicate that the flow behaviour of plasticine

approaches that of the elastic – plastic model for a

continuum. At a temperature of 25 8C the stress exponent

of the original plasticine types is similar, ranging from 5.8 to

7.4, whereas the apparent viscosity differs by two orders of

magnitude (3.4 £ 105–2.2 £ 107 Pa s, for e ¼ 10% and

Ė ¼ 4 £ 1023 s21). Similar results have been obtained in

previous rheological studies. McClay (1976) stated that

Harbuts Plasticine behaves like a Reiner–Rivlin fluid with

stress exponents varying between 7.5 and 9.4 and a viscosity

range of 8.9 £ 107 – 1.7 £ 109 Pa s (at e ¼ 10%,

Ė ¼ 1.0 £ 1023 s21 and T ¼ 25 8C). For Weible red and

Weible white plasticine, the latter mixed with oil,

Kobberger and Zulauf (1995) determined stress exponents

of 7.2 and 3.4 and viscosities at 2.2 £ 106 and

2.3 £ 105 Pa s, respectively (at e ¼ 5%, Ė ¼ 8 £ 1023 s21

and T ¼ 20 8C). For white Plastilina from Beckers Dekor-

ina, Sweden, a viscosity of ca. 1 £ 105 Pa s, and a stress

exponent of 9.5 has been determined (at Ė < 1 s21 and

T ¼ 24 8C, Weijermars, 1986).

Three of the original plasticine types investigated show

strain hardening, the degree of which did not significantly

change during deformation even at higher strains. This

observation is not in line with observations made by

McClay (1976), who explained sudden increases in strain

hardening of Harbuts Plasticine at higher strains by the

development of microshears. Strain hardening of various

types of plasticine has been described further by Sofuoglu

and Rasty (2000).

However, strain hardening is not inherent to every

plasticine type. According to our knowledge, Beck’s

orange is the first commercial plasticine type from which

Fig. 12. Stress vs. strain plots for Kolb brown plasticine modified by different amounts of added oil at T ¼ 25 8C for (a) 50 ml oil kg21 and (b) 125 ml oil kg21.

(c) Log stress vs. log strain rate plot for Kolb brown plasticine at 10% strain, T ¼ 25 8C and different amounts of added oil: 0 ml kg21, Rk ¼ 0.92, N ¼ 14;

25 ml kg21, Rk ¼ 0.97, N ¼ 6; 50 ml kg21, Rk ¼ 0.96, N ¼ 7; 75 ml/kg, Rk ¼ 0.95, N ¼ 5; 100 ml kg21, Rk ¼ 0.92, N ¼ 5; 125 ml kg21, Rk ¼ 0.98, N ¼ 10;

150 ml kg21, Rk ¼ 0.99, N ¼ 5; best-fit lines are also shown; Rk ¼ regression coefficient, N ¼ number of data points.

Fig. 13. Plots showing (a) stress exponent vs. amount of added oil and (b) viscosity vs. amount of added oil for the plasticine types Beck’s orange, Beck’s green

and Kolb brown.
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steady-state creep has been described. We suggest the

particular filler to be responsible for this peculiar behaviour.

Beck’s orange is the only plasticine that includes potato

starch, whereas the fillers of the other plasticine types

consist of plate shaped like calcite, barite, kaolinite etc.,

which are mechanically much stronger than oil, wax and

Vaseline. Thus, increasing strain might result in a shape-

preferred orientation and progressive interaction of the rigid

particles giving rise to strain hardening (McClay, 1976).

This assumption is also supported by the higher viscosity of

pre-strained plasticine (see also Dixon and Summers, 1985;

Schöpfer and Zulauf, 2002).

The degree in strain hardening is further significantly

controlled by the amount of fillers. Adding oil to plasticine

increases the matrix/filler ratio. If this ratio reaches a critical

value, the filler particles do not further interact with each

other and are flowing independently in the weak organic

matrix. This behaviour explains why the flow curve shows

steady-state creep, if 50 and 100 ml oil are added to Beck’s

green and Kolb brown, respectively.

A rise in temperature also leads to a reduction in the

degree of strain hardening. An increase in temperature

probably decreases the length of the chains of the liquid

organic phases of the plasticine matrix. Consequently the

formation of entanglements that form because of the

interpenetrating effect of Brownian motion (Weijermars,

1986, and references therein) is decreased, which explains

the observed drop in apparent viscosity. The reason for

‘warming–cooling hardening’ is as yet not known.

The stress exponent of the original plasticine types shows

an almost linear relation to the temperature if the latter

changes within the interval considered (20–35 8C). This

behaviour is an advantage for analogue modelling, as the

rheological parameters for other temperatures than those

considered for the present calibration can easily be

determined by interpolation.

The original plasticine has a relatively high activation

energy (323 ^ 34–488 ^ 22 kJ mol21). Power-law creep

is a thermally activated process, and the activation energy is

a measure of the energy barrier that inhibits creep. The

activation energy determined for plasticine lies between the

values determined for bouncing putties (Rhodorsil Gomme

and Down Corning (CD3179) values at 42 ^ 2 and

83 ^ 3 kJ mol21; Hailemariam and Mulugeta, 1998) and

paraffin wax (b-phase ¼ 531–624 kJ mol21; Mancktelow,

1988; a-phase ¼ 950 and 1100 kJ mol21; Rossetti et al.,

1999).

Adding oil to plasticine results in a significant change in

the rheology of the original plasticine. An interpolation of

viscosity and stress exponent of oil mixed plasticine is

difficult because: (1) there is a non-linear relation between

the apparent viscosity and the amount of added oil, and (2)

the stress exponent change unsystematically, at least for

Beck’s orange and Beck’s green plasticine. The type of

fillers cannot explain the unsystematic change in stress

exponent, as these are entirely different for Beck’s orange

and Beck’s green plasticine. Moreover, we do not know why

the stress exponent of Kolb brown plasticine increases

linearly with added oil. For Weible white (original)

plasticine, on the other hand, it has been shown that added

oil results in a drop of the stress exponent from 7 to 3.4

(Kobberger and Zulauf, 1995). One possibility to explain

this discrepancy is that the stress exponent of liquid

polymers increases with filler contents (Weijermars, 1986)

up to a critical value. Higher amounts of fillers result in a

decrease of n as has been shown for Kolb brown plasticine.

It is difficult to describe the flow behaviour of plasticine

using standard rheologies such as the Maxwell or Prandtl

body. If we compare the stress relaxation curves with ideal

curves of relaxation tests (see Weijermars, 1997, p. 129) it is

obvious that plasticine behaves in a rather complex manner,

exhibiting an elasto-viscoplastic flow response (Adams

et al., 1997; Aydin et al., 2000). All plasticine types, except

Weible special soft, reached a steady state flow, depending

on the amount of added oil and rise in temperature.

5.2. Plasticine as a rock analogue

When carrying out analogue modelling, we wish to

maintain geometrical, kinematical and dynamical similarity

(e.g. Hubbert, 1937; Ramberg, 1981). If the modelling is

restricted to small-scale structures at low strain rates, the

influence of body forces (inertial and gravity) can be

neglected. Geometrical similarity requires that the model is

a reduced or enlarged geometric replica of the original rock.

Kinematical similarity is maintained if corresponding

particles are found at corresponding places at corresponding

times. Dynamic similarity implies that the non-Newtonian

analogue material and natural rock are geometrically and

Fig. 14. Stress vs. strain diagram showing normal and abnormal flow curves

for Kolb brown plasticine, measured at Ė ¼ 1.5 £ 1023 s21 and T ¼ 25 8C.

overheated sample, overheated sample with shear fracture,

prestrained sample, sample including air bubbles, flow curve interval for

correct runs.
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rheologically similar, meaning that the stress–strain curves

of both must have the same shape and may differ only in the

scaling of the stress axis (Cobbold, 1975; Ramberg, 1981;

Weijermars and Schmeling, 1986). For power-law creep,

the stress exponent of the analogue material must be similar

to the stress exponent of the natural rock to be modelled.

In Fig. 15 the stress exponents of the studied plasticine

types and plasticine/oil mixtures are plotted against the

apparent viscosities. h/n-couples obtained by previous

studies are also shown. The n-values determined for

plasticine and plasticine/oil mixtures range from 3.4 to

12.3. Even lower n-values should be possible if tempera-

tures are higher than 35 8C. Thus, plasticine and plasticine/

oil mixtures can be used to model the viscous flow of

different rock types in the lower crust. If climb-accom-

modated dislocation creep and associated steady-state flow

is assumed for the natural rock, Beck’s orange plasticine or

plasticine/oil mixtures should be used, which flow under

steady-state conditions.

Moreover, rocks undergoing strain hardening during

viscous creep can also be modelled using other plasticine

types. We do not agree with Grotenhuis et al. (2002) who

argued that plasticine cannot be used as a rock analogue

because of strain hardening. There are several examples of

natural rocks or minerals that show strain hardening in

experiments (e.g. Carrara Marble, Schmid et al., 1980; Yule

marble, Heard and Raleigh, 1972; quartz, Gleason and

Tullis, 1995; Solnhofen limestone, Schmid et al., 1977).

Most of the experiments show that strain hardening occurs

particularly at low temperatures and/or higher strain rates.

Possible candidates for strain hardening are rocks, which are

subjected to decreasing temperatures during exhumation

from deep structural levels where climb-accommodated

steady-state creep was possible. As the temperature

decreases during uplift, recovery by dislocation climb

might be inhibited leading to strain hardening. Strain

hardening is further important for the geometry of folds,

as has been shown by Tentler (2001).

The activation energy of plasticine is similar to that of

Carrara Marble (Q ¼ 418 kJ mol21; Schmid et al., 1980)

and wet dunite (Q ¼ 420 kJ mol21, Chopra and Paterson,

1981). Most of the other rocks (e.g. quartzite, granite, quartz

diorite, diabase, anorthosite) show activation energies

below 300 kJ mol21 (Kirby, 1983; Ranalli and Murphy,

1987). Thus, the rock most appropriate for being modelled

using plasticine is Carrara Marble because both the stress

exponent and the activation energy are similar to those of

plasticine (Fig. 16).

5.3. Advantages of plasticine as a rock analogue

† Plasticine is non-toxic and easily handled. Model

fabrication is possible by moulding and cutting using a

wire saw.

† Plasticine is not expensive and is obtainable in large

quantities with different colours and strengths.

† There is no considerable volume change of plasticine

with temperature.

† When changing the temperature or adding oil to

plasticine, its stress exponent can be easily changed

and adjusted to the stress exponents of natural rocks. It

appears now to be possible to produce a model material

of any n-value between 3 and 13 at various viscosities.

† Plasticine can be used to simulate deformation of rocks

undergoing both steady-state creep and creep with weak

to moderate strain hardening.

† In some analogue materials (e.g. paraffin wax, Manckte-

low, 1988) changes in the crystal structure may take

place in a temperature range below the melting point.

Such allotropic transitions probably do not occur in

plasticine, at least within the temperature interval

considered in the present study.

† There is no problem in obtaining specimens consisting of

layers of different types of plasticine, as the latter stick

well together.

Fig. 15. Log apparent viscosity vs. log stress exponent of investigated

samples (filled symbols, T ¼ 25 8C, Ė ¼ 4 £ 1023 s21, and e ¼ 10%) and

of plasticine tested in previous studies (open symbols). Strain hardening:

(1) Beck’s orange 20 8C; (2) Beck’s green 20 8C; (3) Beck’s green 25 8C;

(4) Beck’s green 30 8C; (5) Beck’s green 35 8C; (6) Beck’s green

25 ml oil/kg 25 8C; (7) Beck’s green 50 ml oil/kg 25 8C; (8) Beck’s black

25 8C (Schöpfer and Zulauf, 2002); (9) Kolb brown 20 8C; (10) Kolb

brown 25 8C; (11) Kolb brown 30 8C; (12) Kolb brown 35 8C; (13) Kolb

brown 25 ml oil/kg 25 8C; (14) Kolb brown 50 ml oil/kg 25 8C; (15)

Kolb brown 75 ml oil/kg 25 8C; (16) Weible white special soft 25 8C;

(17) and (18) Red and White plasticine T ¼ 20 8C, Ė ¼ 8 £ 1023 s21, and

e ¼ 5% (Kobberger and Zulauf, 1995); (19)–(21) Plasticine Special Soft,

Plasticine Standard Hard, and Plasticine Standard White, T ¼ 25 8C,

Ė ¼ 1 £ 1023 s21, and e ¼ 10% (McClay, 1976); (22) White Plastilina

T ¼ 24 8C, Ė < 1 £ 1023 s21 (Weijermars, 1986); steady-state creep: (23)

Beck’s orange 25 8C; (24) Beck’s orange 30 8C; (25) Beck’s orange 35 8C;

(26) Beck’s orange 25 ml oil kg 25 8C; (27) Beck’s orange

50 ml oil/kg 25 8C; (28) Beck’s orange 75 ml oil/kg 25 8C; (29) Beck’s

orange 100 ml oil/kg 258C; (30) Beck’s orange 125 ml oil/kg 25 8C; (31)

Kolb brown 100 ml oil/kg 25 8C; (32) Kolb brown 125 ml oil/kg 25 8C;

(33) Kolb brown 150 ml oil/kg 25 8C.
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5.4. Disadvantages of plasticine as a rock analogue

† In contrast to paraffin wax and other rock analogues,

plasticine is not self-lubricating. Thus, boundary effects

must be reduced using oil or Vaseline to reduce friction

at the contact planes between specimen and machine.

† As cooling of plasticine from high temperatures results in

significant hardening, specimens cannot be obtained by

pouring heated plasticine into containers with a pre-

scribed shape.

† The microstructural flow mechanisms of crystalline

rocks and plasticine are quite different. Brownian

molecular motion might be important for polymeric

flow (Weijermars, 1986), whereas non-linear viscous

flow of rocks is attributed to dislocation motion.

† The calibration tests have shown that various consign-

ments from one and the same supplier may differ in their

rheological properties. As each new lot of plasticine has

to be individually calibrated, the amount of plasticine

ordered should be large enough. Similar observations

have been made for paraffin wax (Mancktelow, 1988).

† The use of plasticine as a ductile (viscous) rock analogue

is restricted to low strain rates (,1023 s21). Higher

strain rates will cause strain localization along discrete

shear planes that may result in strain softening.
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